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Executive Summary
The Manukau Harbour Forum (MHF) funded a programme called Flagship Sites which was run
between 2015 and 2017 with the overall aim of promoting best practice site management for
businesses to protect the Manukau Harbour in a non-threatening, business friendly environment.
The programme was managed by Wilkinson Environmental, and 10 events were held at companies
throughout south Auckland, ranging from Auckland Airport to Kemsol and Papakura Timber. This
report presents the findings of an evaluation of the programme and includes recommendations for
consideration.
Seventeen people were interviewed for the evaluation, covering attendees, hosts and business
associations and past and present local board/MHF members.
A total of 262 people attended the events, giving an average of 26 attendees at each. One hundred
and sixty-eight people attended one event, and 94 went back for more.
People attended from businesses ranging in size and type – from large corporations such as Fonterra
and Ports of Auckland, to small businesses such as motor mechanics and panel beaters. Several
attendees were also hosts.
Respondents were consistently positive about how useful it was seeing and hearing what other
businesses did, being able to have honest conversation about problems without anyone passing
judgement, and establishing contact with businesses often nearby but not known to one another.
Feedback was also uniform about how well the events had been run – “professional” was used in
every answer – and the level and clarity of presentations and site tours, which were described as
“real” and “down to earth”. Using a specialist consultancy experienced in pollution prevention, and
already known “around the traps” came across as a distinct advantage.
All the respondents said that they had gone away with practical ideas, and most were incorporating
what they had learned into their in-house training. Several people had made changes at their work
places e.g. to spill equipment. People liked the printed materials and the spills poster and the blue
fish were popular.
The findings showed that the programme’s objectives to inform and encourage businesses to
protect the Manukau Harbour, in a non-threatening, business-friendly environment, were largely
met, and this was also the view of the forum members interviewed. There was some dissatisfaction
amongst MHF members that they couldn’t go to an event, however the chair attended two and
reported back, as did Wilkinson Environmental after the first four events were held in 2015.
Feedback from attendees attested to the importance of having a frank and honest atmosphere
which might have been compromised by a perceived “official” presence.
Finding appropriate flagship sites was a challenge and is something to bear in mind for any future
events – although there was indication that some hosts might host again, and that others would
consider hosting.
It is recommended that consideration be given to continuing the programme but with two events a
year, and to investigating potential to work with others such as business associations to combine
resources and target particular business sectors.
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1. Introduction
The Manukau Harbour Forum (MHF) was created in 2010 in response to concern about the
deteriorating state of the Manukau Harbour and the urgent need for a collaborative response to
improve its condition. It consists of representatives from the nine local boards that border the
harbour.
Thousands of businesses around the Manukau Harbour area have drains which link site to sea, so
raising awareness about the potential impact of poor site management has been an important focus
for local boards. To this end, many local boards across the Auckland Region have funded localised
industry pollution prevention programmes and these have been run for some years by Wilkinson
Environmental. The success of these proactive education programmes led to consideration and
agreement by the MHF to fund a “flagship site” programme to promote best practice to businesses
using a business-to-business approach. (The idea was based on a similar programme run by the
Kaipara harbour initiative to raise awareness amongst farmers1.)
The programme had five objectives.
1. Provide information on best practice techniques for businesses to protect and enhance the
environment of the Manukau Harbour
2. Provide the information in a non-threatening, business-friendly environment
3. Target companies that normally do not access information on environmental matters
4. Inspire businesses to adopt practices through the “demonstration effect”
5. Create a forum through which leading Manukau Harbour businesses can network on
environmental best practice
The forum allocated a budget of approximately $5,500 per event, and Wilkinson Environmental was
employed to run them. The first step was to find suitable sites and, following this, to get MHF
members to rank these sites via a survey. Attempts were made to find sites in each of the MHF local
board areas, however finding suitable businesses that had demonstrable best practice, and were
able and adequately resourced to host, was one of the challenges faced in establishing the
programme. Ultimately, 10 companies were identified throughout south Auckland, and the events
were run between May 2015 and December 2017.
As part of the programme, Wilkinson Environmental surveyed participants after the first four events,
and the results – which were very favourable – were reported to the MHF after the first four events
were completed.
Wilkinson Environmental (WENZ) was requested to undertake a review of the programme. In order
to ensure that the evaluation was independent and impartial, WENZ contracted Jan Burbery
Associates to conduct the survey, analyse results, present conclusions, and collaborate in writing the
report.

1

https://kaiparaharbour.wordpress.com/2014/09/17/introduction-of-flagship-sites/
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2. Methodology
The methodology to evaluate the programme was developed with the main element being a
telephone survey. A phone survey was selected as it is targeted and personal, and talking to people
allows for more qualitative information to be gathered as more questions can be asked to clarify or
expand if necessary. Compared to seeing people in person, it also saves significant time.
The methodology was undertaken as follows.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A survey was developed to gather qualitative and consistent information in order to
measure the programme’s achievements against its five objectives
A spreadsheet with data on attendees was used to choose a cross section of people to
approach for interview
An initial call was made to request participation, ascertain availability and arrange a suitable
time for the interview to be conducted
Phone surveys were undertaken
Surveys were conducted with 14 participants (of whom four were hosts, one was from a
business association and one from an industry association)
Interviews were conducted with three MHF representatives (including the former
chairperson)
Feedback was sought from the programme managers and the communications team with
regard to event planning, site selection, challenges and observations
Assessment was made of responses to a SurveyMonkey email survey conducted by WENZ
after the first four events, to get feedback from participants

Survey questions were asked to determine:
•
•
•
•
•

usefulness and/or relevance of content
level of engagement/interest
any action or change to processes as a result
any action such as staff education, contact with other businesses
interest in any follow up (eg, continuation of programme, newsletter).

The choice of people to survey was made to ensure there was a cross section of businesses and
included people who had attended one event and several events.
Wilkinson Environmental kept data on RSVPs and attendance on the day. The list of attendees
provided the source of potential interviewees.
Initial phone calls were made to explain the purpose, get agreement for the survey, and arrange a
time to suit the interviewee. As contact was made with potential interviewees, it became clear that
the original intention to develop separate questionnaires for hosts and guests was not necessary –
especially as most hosts had themselves also attended events. Accordingly, one questionnaire was
developed with additional questions for hosts (see survey, Appendix 1).
Seventeen phone calls were made: 14 to attendees and hosts and three to MHF members. Of the 14
attendees, two people had moved on, however they were able to be contacted and were
interviewed.
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3. Results and findings
Overall, the findings showed a consistent and positive response from the interviewees to all the
survey questions. They thought the host business sites were very good for visits, and that the events
were well run and professional. They found the events practical, and almost all had used what they
had learned. Every interviewee said how good it was to hear and talk frankly about incidents and
how they had been handled, and to share ideas and information in an honest and non-judgemental
environment.
The MHF representatives interviewed said that their expectations – and programme objectives –
were met. They were happy with numbers and the level of engagement and learning. However, they
noted that several forum members had wanted to attend events but were discouraged as there
were concerns that they might be seen as council or “official”. As most attendees said how useful
the conversations were because of the honesty, it would appear this concern was justifiable. Some
also noted that no one was pushing an agenda.
The events reached nearly 100 individual organisations, and attendees were mostly middle to senior
management and business owners.
More detailed feedback on the programme, and the achievement of programme objectives, is
presented as follows. A summary of responses in provided in Appendix 2.

3.1 The figures
Events were attended by 162 attendees from 92 separate businesses. By attendee title, 63% were
managers, and they were most commonly responsible for operations, sites, compliance and health
and safety. A list of the events and attendance numbers is shown below and details of each site visit
are provided in Appendix 3 while attendee by business is shown in Appendix 4.
Date

Site

Number of attendees*

Number of RSVPs

6 May 2015

Auckland Airport

28

28

10 June 2015

Harley-Davidson Auckland

30

30

1 July 2015

Villa Maria

24

25

26 November 2015

Owens

27

29

28 April 2016

Fonterra

27

29

23 June 2016

Kemsol

28

31

27 February 2017

Flint

15

16

3 May 2017

Mainfeeds

21

23

11 July 2017

Visy

34

38

7 December 2017

Papakura Timber

20

21

10 events

262

*excludes WENZ staff
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3.2 Non-threatening, business-friendly environment
All the survey interviewees mentioned how people talked frankly and honestly, and how useful it
was to talk to other businesses, showing the advantage of a business-to-business event.
“We could talk freely without concerns that someone might report us to the authorities.”
Several respondents stated that stories were shared about things that had gone wrong and how
much they learned hearing how incidents had been managed. Mention was made a number of times
of the “purple dye incident” (referring to the spill in 2015 that had devastating effects on the
Oruarangi stream) as a wake up call about “how easy it is for something to go wrong” and that
“could have happened to any of us”.
The forum members expressed some concern about not being able to attend events, stating that
there had been some dissatisfaction as several people had wanted to attend. Agreement was
reached that the then chair would attend two events and report back. She said she knew it was
important just to listen as she was there as an observer.
“I attended and it was a great learning experience, but I kept in the background. You are not there
to spout...and any company exposing themselves has to feel free to say what is happening.”
Sending one person to report back was good management by the forum which – regardless of
people knowing they are not there to intervene or push a barrow – can be seen as “official” or
representing council and thus affect the frank conversation which businesses found so useful.
One interviewee also noted that it was important for smaller companies without robust systems to
ask for help.
“Informal conversation was the nitty gritty of what worked.
You wouldn’t want to risk hampering this.”

Attendees viewing the emergency shutoff valve inside the stormwater drain at Flint Inks. A number of interviewees said
that they had never actually looked inside a stormwater drain prior to attending these events.
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3.3 Target audience
The intention was to target middle to senior management of companies which had had some issues
or could make improvements. The attendee list and the survey feedback about the events and
subsequent actions taken, showed that this had been achieved.
Attempts were made to locate a business database through council, but none were found. While
business associations helped by emailing invites to their member lists, most of the people who
attended came from the WENZ mailing list. This list had been compiled as the company conducted
industry pollution prevention programmes for local boards and enabled the events to be marketed
directly to businesses known to have pollution risks or that had shown an interest in the issue of
pollution prevention.
Having a customised mailing list was a significant factor in attracting the desired audience.

3.4 Learnings and knowledge transfer
All those interviewed, including hosts, commented about how useful it was to see what other
companies were doing, to hear about mistakes and solutions, to learn about products and to
network. It was clear that the intention for the programme to “inspire through demonstration” was
achieved.
“I always learned something new – even when the business was different to ours.”
“You don’t have to spend a lot. At one site they had bought metre squared plastic containers, cut
around the tops and just dropped oil drums in, so any leaks could be contained...kiwi ingenuity.”
This was underscored by the results from the SurveyMonkey survey which was conducted after the
first four events. It showed that 95% of respondents either strongly or somewhat agreed that the
event was relevant to their own business, and that they had gained practical ideas. A similar
response was received to the evaluation survey questions.
In addition, a third of the interviewees said how good it was to have the Maori perspective on the
importance of the harbour, which was provided by Kowhai Olsen of the Makaurau Marae Maori
Trust at three events.
Several people were sorry they had not been able to go to more events.
“I remember doing internal audits...when you go out to different plants they might put in similar
systems but they will promote it differently. You are always learning something in ways of
communicating and you build your experience on it.”
People were also asked whether they would use what they had learnt in a new job and most said
they would and that the contacts made would also be beneficial. (In the course of contacting people
to survey, several people were found to have changed jobs.)
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3.5 Actions
All the interviewees said they had taken some action as a result of attending an event. At very least,
they had gone back and shared information with their teams and colleagues, and were introducing
what they had learned into in-house training.
One of the more significant actions was taken by Airport Oaks-based company Chemiplas, which
stores and distributes bulk chemicals and plastic raw materials. After attending the Flagship Site
event at Kemsol, where stormwater shutoff valve technology was demonstrated, the Chemiplas site
manager went on to convince her company to make a significant investment in a shut off valve to
help manage accidental chemical spills.
“It was invaluable to get good information on shutoff valves…and we now have the means to
contain a chemical spill in the yard if we have one” Site Manager, Chemiplas
The survey of attendees found the following actions adopted as a result of what they had observed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reviewing spill procedures
changing the type of spill gear
introducing formal training about chemical spills
cleaning up drains and putting processes in place
introducing education about chemical spills that has to be signed off annually
adopting a flagship company’s environmental programme
checking appropriateness of equipment and location on site
putting up posters and installing blue fish – “we really like the fish..our site manager got
lots of them”
having a further visit or getting more information later from another business.

Attendees view the grain store at Mainfeeds.
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3.6 Business-to-business networking
All the interviewees said how beneficial it was to talk to other businesses and have the opportunity
to network. In several instances, people mentioned that they had no contact with the businesses in
their street or nearby and just how good it was to meet them.
Several people commented that if they hadn’t picked up something from the site visit, they picked
something up during the networking over refreshments.
Most of those interviewed said they would like to have attended more events – and this was
regardless of how many they had attended – and several would like to have gone to them all.

3.7 Event promotion and management
The main marketing channel was the database of businesses, and key contacts within those
businesses, developed by WENZ since beginning industrial pollution prevention programmes in
2013.
With regard to numbers, the target was based on the numbers that could be accommodated by each
host site. Typically this was a maximum of 30 people and the average attendance was 26.
The timing of the events was dictated by what was suitable for the host, with all held during work
hours, and a mix of early morning, lunchtime and late afternoon events. As can be seen in the list of
attendees, the number at each event was largely similar, showing that the time of day had little
impact on the numbers.
The time allowed for networking over drinks and nibbles was also commonly mentioned and it was
evident most had stayed on. Respondents also uniformly responded how well organised and
professional the events had been, mentioning WENZ’s Simon Wilkinson and Cushla Barfoot by name.

Invitations were professionally written and designed in a standard format, with example shown above.
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3.8 Hosting
Hosts generally thought their companies had very good processes and spill response plans and
procedures and were happy to talk about them and to promote their business and what it was
doing. It was recognition that they were doing something right. There was some feeling of giving
back, in that they appreciated attending events themselves but they too were learning.
“It was a chance to show off, to show people what we are doing to negate our impact. But we also
got ideas to help us improve our processes. It’s a two-way thing”
Hosts reported that the organisation of events was smooth and, as such, little was required from
them. They said people saw business as usual, and they had some very good feedback.
Comment was made that it could be difficult to find smaller businesses to host as it could be more
exposing for them.

3.9 Challenges
Finding suitable sites was a challenging issue for the programme. All sites had to be assessed first to
ensure they had best practices in place, and that they would be of enough interest to attract
attendees.
As a first step, Wilkinson Environmental asked forum members for suggestions and this was useful.
Members were then asked to prioritise the suggestions and four sites were confirmed. Council
compliance officers and other organisations such as Enviromark were also asked if they could
recommend sites but had very few suggestions.
Attempts were made to find sites in all local board areas, however it was not possible to find
appropriate sites. It is interesting that the difficulty in finding suitable sites underscores the need for
increased information and education.
Attendees were also asked informally at events, whether their businesses could host, and that
produced one offer which subsequently provided an additional business for the programme.

3.10 Thoughts for the future
Respondents were interested in more events but the main feedback was to have two a year and
consider working in partnership with other organisations. Two suggestions were the Employers and
Manufacturers Association and the Collision Repair Association.
One interviewee thought the events could have been used to promote a call for action by MHF for a
harbour clean up event or similar. He also thought that business aims could be achieved by working
more closely with MHF.
“We have some shared objectives...we could have discussion around tangible things. Most
businesses will stump up some money if things fit their objectives.”
An interesting model was mentioned by one interviewee who is in a group of eight businesses from
the same sector which is facilitated by a business association, and has health and safety as its focus.
Participants discuss issues freely, and because the group is facilitated by an independent party and is
Page | 9
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not on anyone’s premises, there is no issue with commercial sensitivity. This model could be used for
a group from one sector to address good site management.
A further suggestion was to have a forum for businesses with emergency services and council
officers, to provide the means for people to get technical compliance advice.
“Give businesses a chance to improve: encourage people to adopt good practice.”

4. Conclusions
The Flagship Sites programme gained consistent, positive feedback from respondents, the events
were well attended, and attendees uniformly reported that they were practical and useful and they
had taken some action as a result. Overall, it was successful in achieving its aims.
The feedback, together with the number and spread of businesses and attendees, showed that of
the programme’s five objectives, three were achieved in full. These were to provide information on
best practice techniques for businesses to protect the Manukau Harbour, to provide information in a
non-threatening, business-friendly environment, and to inspire businesses to adopt practices
through the “demonstration effect”.
The fourth objective to target companies that do not normally access information on environmental
matters was achieved in part as this was the case for the majority of those surveyed.
The fifth objective, to create a forum for businesses to network on environmental best practice, was
achieved at each event but has not been sustained beyond the event series.
A budget of approximately $5,000 was allocated per event to cover project management,
communications, promotion material and catering and 10 events were held at sites throughout
south Auckland. Constant comment was made about how well organised and professional the
events were, and hosts noted there was little they had to organise.
Comment about having actions to help educate people about protecting the harbour and not to lose
momentum show that the MHF has the opportunity to raise its profile and use further events to
promote a specific activity such as a clean up.
Joining forces with others – business associations and specific industry bodies – offers the
opportunity to capitalise on existing events or activities. (It is noted that at the December 2017
meeting, MHF members themselves suggested that partnering with BIDs could reduce the funding,
and that the construction sector be considered as a focus given the adverse impact of construction
activity.)
There was strong interest in having a newsletter that provided practical and local information, and
some interest in networking events although the suggestion was to combine with others. There are
opportunities to focus on one sector most at risk – like freight – and, while it might not be possible
to have an event because of business sensitivities, it would be possible to facilitate a group focussed
on an area of common interest.
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5. Recommendations
Maintain momentum
Given the programme’s success and positive feedback from surveyed businesses, the first
recommendation is to continue the programme, but limit it to two events a year.
There was a strong willingness amongst the businesses surveyed to consider working with the forum
in the future. The forum could meet with businesses, and business associations, to explore
possibilities.

Partner with business associations
To overcome the challenges of finding appropriate sites willing to take part, and getting a wider
audience engaged in the programme, it is recommended that the Forum engages with BIDS and/or
sector associations to try and combine resources. Business associations have existing
communication channels to their membership and can help to ensure events are as relevant as
possible. Partnering with sector associations would also enable targeting of specific high-risk
business types.

Promote wider education approach
Approach appropriate departments within council to address the need for education programmes
that engage with industry on the issue of industrial pollution prevention and protection of Manukau
Harbour water quality. The Flagship Site programme has proven that a facilitated business-tobusiness approach works well for businesses and delivers results. It is an approach that could also be
applied region-wide.

Create educational materials
Develop display material for use at future MHF events such as flagship site events, that promote the
ecology and unique characteristics of the Manukau Harbour and will help to inspire event attendees
to protect water quality. Consider creating a series of video case studies of best practice/flagship
businesses. Case studies could sit on the MHF section of the Council website and could profile local
Manukau harbour environments as well as best practices on industrial sites, helping to connect the
two.

Raise MHF profile with businesses
Consider having a display at the Southern Business Market run by Wiri Business Association to raise
the profile of the Forum within the business community.
Use the Flagship Site programme results to launch an occasional newsletter from MHF, and publicise
the programme results through appropriate media including trade and business association
newsletters. Use the website to provide links to other relevant programmes.
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Appendix 1 – Survey questions
Name/company/number of events attended
Questions for hosts
1. Why did you agree to host? (Eg, did you think this would be good for your company?)
2. What were the benefits to being a host?
3. Would you recommend hosting to others?
Questions for attendees
1) What interested you in attending (and if person went to more than one) – what was it that
interested you in going to more events?
2) What did you learn?
3) Do you seek information on environmental issues for your company?
4) What did you find least/most useful?
5) What did you think about how the event was conducted? Clear presenters? Time? Other?
6) What have you done with what you learned? Have you made any changes? Have you shared
information in any way? Talked about it to others in your company?
7) Did you find the level of information about the right level? Too technical? Not enough?
8) What did you think of the written information on spills and protecting the Manukau Harbour
(storing liquids etc) and the blue fish?
9) Can you take what you have learned to a new job?
10) What do you think might interest others in attending (from your business or other
businesses)?
11) What other sorts of events would you be interested in attending? Would you like MHF to
support business in other ways? Eg, more events, facilitate business get togethers – maybe a
business forum? Get other environmentally focussed information?
12) Would you consider hosting an event?
13) How do you like to be communicated with? And would you be interested in an occasional
newsletter?
14) Anything else you would like to add?
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Appendix 2 – Summary of survey responses
Questions

Answers
•
•

What interested you in attending?

•
•
•
•
•
•

What did you learn? What was
most/least useful?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

What did you think about the way
event was conducted?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Information - too technical/ not
enough/ about right?

•
•

See what others are doing and how they are
protecting stormwater and managing their
environmental controls
Meet others as we tend to be isolated and think we
are dealing with unique problems
Interesting to learn and understand how others
manage their systems and the practical steps they
are taking to protect the harbour
We do things pretty well but want to make it even
better
Where to source information from about spill
response signage and equipment, training and
processing
How to protect stormwater, how to mark up the
drains, how to do signage
Walk through to actually see stormwater drains and
containment “brilliant”
Learned history which showed how people learned
about their environment and consequences of their
actions
What issues other businesses had and how they
managed them
Maori perspective, eye opening
Meeting people and picking up good ideas especially
about equipment
Several sorry they couldn’t get to other events (“you
can never find one site doing it all”)
Professional, well organised, good opportunity to
network
People could be honest, open, in non-judgemental
environment.
We could talk freely without concerns that someone
might report us to the authorities
Had some great speakers and real personal stories
People opened up without fear of criticism or being
subject to official attention
Practical, down to earth
Really good being able to stay on, just long enough to
follow up queries/good networking/great catering!
Would like to have had a call for action (adopt
something, harbour clean up)
You can’t underestimate the value of education
About right
If you wanted more technical information, you could
ask there or later
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What did you think of materials
(spills poster, blue fish, etc) ?

What have you done with what you
learned/ what changes have you
made

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Could you take learnings to another
job?
What do you think might interest
others in attending?
Would you host an event?
What other sorts of events would
you like to attend? Is there any
other way you would like MHF to
support business?
How do you like to be
communicated with? Would you
like an occasional newsletter?
Other

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Useful, simple to follow
Good for noticeboards
Liked the fish
Used them all and showed work colleagues
Sourced different equipment
Installed stop valve
Changed from sawdust to pumice sand as spill
retardant
Have more information for environmental processes
and emergency response plan
Changed spill gear
Used information for workplace inductions,
especially warehouse staff, and training
Mostly yes, including contacts for advice and
equipment
Get other staff to go to other events
Difficult to get people to attend or to reach the
people who would benefit
A third of attendees would consider hosting
Previous hosts likely to host again
Important for MHF to keep in touch with us about
things that affect the harbour; don’t lose momentum
Would like to learn more about waste management
Email best overall
Strong interest in a newsletter with local information
relevant to business
Thanks to Manukau Harbour Forum and WENZ
Very grateful for opportunity
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Appendix 3 – Summary of events
Auckland International Airport
BUSINESS
TYPE

Airport

LOCATION

Mangere

DATE

Wednesday 6 May 2015 - 8am

RSVPS
ATTENDEES

28
28
Presentation of the broader airport sustainability strategy by the sustainability
manager, which covered energy and water efficiency in addition to harbour
protection.

EVENT
DESCRIPTION

There was a bus tour of the airport runway apron (requiring security clearance for
all attendees). This enabled the viewing of the harbour environment and
discussion of measures such as dotterel nesting.
This was followed by a demonstration of best practice spill response on the airside apron from the airport fire chief. People also heard about wildlife protection,
stormwater treatment measures, and emergency spill response.
The event concluded with the chance to network over refreshments.

Auckland Harley Davidson
BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION

Vehicle sales and servicing

LOCATION

Mt Wellington

DATE

Wednesday 10 June 2015 - 4.00-5.30pm

RSVPS
ATTENDEES

30
30
In a joint promotion, Motor Trade Assn emailed invites to Auckland members.

EVENT
DESCRIPTION

There was discussion with the business owner on risks managing oils and
chemicals, and on other aspects, eg, recycling and LED lighting. The workshop
tour looked at the indoor vehicle wash bay and stormwater drains, and spill
risks outside.
Manholes were lifted to show attendees the actual underground stormwater
pipes (basic but of interest to many who had never looked inside a drain. It
helped to show the link from stormwater flow to the nearby Annes Creek.
The event concluded with networking over a BBQ and the chance to ride
Harley motorbikes.
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Villa Maria Winery
BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION

Manufacturing / food processing

LOCATION

Airport Oaks

DATE

Wednesday 29 July 2015 - 9.00-10.30am

RSVPS
ATTENDEES

25
24
Attendees were given an introduction to Villa Maria’s sustainability
goals, and a presentation was also given on the purple dye spill that
happened close by and its impact. A representative of Makaurau
Marae was present and provided comment on the spill.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

Tour looked at all spill protection measures the company had put in
place, and saw the state-of-the-art on-site wastewater treatment
system .
The event concluded with the chance to network over refreshments.

Owens Transport
BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION

Dangerous goods freight handling

LOCATION

Otahuhu

DATE

Thursday 26 November 2015 - 4.00-5.30pm

RSVPS
ATTENDEES

29
27
Owens staff gave a presentation about their policies and general
procedures on site. A tour of the facility showed how the
warehouses were fully bunded and best practice in chemical
segregation.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

The NZ Fire Service attended to highlight emergency response to
dangerous good spills. People were shown through their HazMat
Response vehicle and heard about the approach to chemical spills.
Most attendees had never had any interaction with this service.
The event concluded with the opportunity to network over a BBQ.
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Fonterra Takanini
BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION

Dairy factory

LOCATION

Takanini

DATE

Thurs 28 April 2016 - 4pm

RSVPS
ATTENDEES

29
27
Attendees were given an overview of Fonterra sustainability
programmes and then given a comprehensive site tour. The tour
looked at stormwater protection measures in place such as bunding,
chemical management and spill response.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

The event concluded with the chance to network over a light lunch.

Kemsol
BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION

Cleaning products manufacturer

LOCATION

Airport Oaks

DATE

Thursday 23 June 2016 - 3.30-5.00pm

RSVPS
ATTENDEES

31
28
This site was selected as Kemsol had put in place best practice
stormwater shut off systems to deal with accidental spills. A tour of
the manufacturing operation included extensive discussion of how
the shutoff system worked.

EVENT DESCRIPTION
A staff member from Kemsol also gave a presentation about changes
in the new dangerous goods handling requirements.
The event concluded with the chance to network over refreshments.
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Papakura Timber Processors
BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION

Timber treatment plant

LOCATION

Papakura

DATE

Wednesday 7 December 2016 - 4pm

RSVPS
ATTENDEES

21
20
This is a site with large volumes of very environmentally hazardous
timber treatment chemicals. The site has a council Industrial Trade
Activity consent which means it is audited annually for pollution risks.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

Attendees were given an introduction to the company and the
treatment process. A full site tour was given that looked at key risk
areas and measures that had been put in place such as spill alarms,
stormwater recycling, and discharge monitoring.
The event concluded with the chance to network over a light lunch.

Flint Group
BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION

Ink manufacturer and distributor

LOCATION

Penrose

DATE

Wednesday 22 February 2017 - 4.00-5.30pm

RSVPS
ATTENDEES

16
15
This site holds a council Industrial Trade Activity consent due to the
high volumes of inks and chemicals managed on site.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

A full tour of the plant was given and time was spent looking at the
stormwater filters, emergency shutoff valves, and spill response
procedures. A discussion was held at the end of the tour that
reviewed Auckland Council requirements under the Unitary Plan for
industrial trade activity consents.
The event concluded with the chance to network over refreshments.
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Mainfeeds
BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION

Animal feed supplier

LOCATION

Wiri

DATE

Wednesday 3 May 2017 - 4.00-5.30pm

RSVPS
ATTENDEES

23
21
This site handles bulk ingredients for animal feed. There are large
volumes of oils and chemicals managed as part of the manufacturing
process.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

A site overview was given and discussion on how the stormwater
from site connects to the local Puhinui Stream, and how the water
quality has been degraded by industrial pollution.
A site tour was given by Mainfeeds staff that looked at stormwater
grass swales, bunding of bulk diesel, emergency stormwater shutoff
valves, and spill procedures. The tour also looked at the feed
manufacturing process and mitigation of dust explosion risks.
The event concluded with the chance to network over refreshments.

Visy Recycling
BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION

Materials recovery and recycling facility

LOCATION

Penrose

DATE

Wednesday 11 June 2017 - 11.00-12.30pm

RSVPS
ATTENDEES

38
34
This site sorts Auckland’s kerbside recyclables. It has particular
stormwater issues with gross pollutants from materials handled.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

A comprehensive presentation was given that showed attendees how
materials are sorted in the plant. There was good opportunity to ask
questions about material recycling.
The outside site tour looked at filter systems in place to capture
stormwater pollution.
A discussion then took place over a light lunch and refreshments.
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Appendix 4 – List of business attendees
Column 1
A Hardrodt
AC Fibreglass
Amalgamated
Hardware Merchants
Aotearoa Fisheries
Appco Central
Applied Chemicals NZ
Ateco Group
Auckland Harley
Davidson
Auckland Meat
Processors Ltd
Automotive Repair
Company
Bay Engineers Supplies
Bayer
Burnard International
Car Care Centre
Century Yuasa
Batteries
Chemical Solutions Ltd
Chemical
Specialties/Autochem
Chemiplas (NZ) Ltd
Chemvin Plastics
Chester Brown Motors
Cleaning Systems
Coda Operations LP
Croxley

Column 2
CV Compton
Damba Gregory
Danone Nutricia

Column 3
Insight CA
In Vitro Technologies
IWS Group

Column 4
Pyramid Trucking
R J Doughty Ltd
RA Johnstone

DHL
Dynaplas
Eastern Automotive
Performance Centre
Ecostock
Entec Services

Jack Links
Jay Cee Welding
Jungle Strategy

Rinnai
RLA Polymers NZ
Rotaform Plastics Ltd

Keith Andrews Trucks
Kerry Logistics

RTL
Ryders Customs

Envirowaste Services
Ltd
ENZED

Kiwi Rail

Secure a Load/Gavan
Products
Sims Recycling

Firepro

Lyntec Holdings Ltd
(Kawasaki)
Mainfeeds

Snap Fresh Foods

Mainfreight
Marley
McRaes Global

Stevensons
Strapping Systems
Tasman Insulation

Fonterra
George Mains Tuning

MetCast Services
MTA

Tio Pablo
Treescape

Godfrey Hirst
GWF Ltd
Hose Supplies NZ

Nikau Contractors
North Star Dairies
Pacific Freight
Management
Ports of Auckland
PPG Industries
Protective Paints

Unique Services
Villa Maria
Viscount Plastics (NZ)

Fisher & Paykel
Healthcare
Fletcher Construction
Flint Group
Fluidex Transport

HSM Engineering
Hubergroup
Hynds

Lucky Rentals

Steel South Auckland

Waste Management
Wedderburn
Wilson Hellaby
Total: 92
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Appendix 5 – Printed materials
The following handouts were professionally designed and then printed on high quality paper/poster for
attendees at Flagship events to take away with them. Some companies later requested electronic versions
and reprinted themselves.
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